We DRIVE so you can THRIVE...

Concerned about a loved one who may no longer be safe on the road?

Not confident driving at night any more but still wish to attend your weekly bridge game or symphony performance?

Ready to give up the car but don’t want to have to rely on family or neighbors any time you want to go somewhere?

Worried about maintaining your freedom and activities if you give up driving?

Giving up the car keys (and the hassle of car maintenance, insurance, and dealing with traffic) doesn’t have to mean a loss of independence. Our employees can drive you to your appointments, errands, as well as all the activities you enjoy. Whether a regular outing you enjoy or just the freedom to spend an afternoon visiting your favorite shops or going to lunch, we can provide transportation as well as companionship or support if needed.

AND…it’s affordable…According to the Dept. of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics, car ownership costs are the second largest household expense in the U.S. Owning and operating a car costs an average of $8,000/year or about $600/month—which is equal to more than 30 hours of our driver’s time—custom fit to meet your needs!

We DRIVE so you can THRIVE….contact EasyLiving today at 727-447-5845 so you can continue to live life on your terms!